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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your customer would like to create a Program requiring users to
finish each Section before advancing to the next. What program
restriction setting should you use?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. By Completion
B. By Requirement Pool
C. By Sub-Curriculum
D. By Schedule
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which benefit do customers receive by adding Host Access
Transformation Services to the Integrated Solution for System z
Development?
A. simplified development of Web 2.0 and SOA applications using
EGL
B. support for more programming languages when assets are
scanned and analyzed for relationships and dependencies
C. green screen application modernization into web or mobile
device interfaces
D. advanced collaborative and source control functionality from
within a familiar green screen environment
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A user has configured ELB with three instances. The user wants
to achieve High Availability as well as
redundancy with ELB. Which of the below mentioned AWS services
helps the user achieve this for ELB?
A. AWS Mechanical Turk
B. Route 53
C. AWS EMR
D. Auto Scaling
Answer: B
Explanation:
The user can provide high availability and redundancy for
applications running behind Elastic Load Balancer by enabling
the Amazon Route 53 Domain Name System (DNS. failover for the
load balancers. Amazon Route 53 is a DNS service that provides
reliable routing to the user's infrastructure.

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the name of the High Availability agent log?
A. ha.log
B. vpxa.log
C. aam.log
D. fdm.log
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Logs from vCenter Server Components on ESXi 5.1 and 5.5
When an ESXi 5.1 / 5.5 host is managed by vCenter Server 5.1
and 5.5, two components are installed, each with its own logs:
/var/log/vpxa.log: vCenter Server vpxa agent logs, including
communication with vCenter Server and
the Host Management hostd agent.
/var/log/fdm.log: vSphere High Availability logs, produced by
the fdm service. For more information, see
the vSphere HA Security section of the vSphere Availability
Guide.
Reference:
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?
language=en_US&amp;cmd=displayKC&amp;externalId=2032076
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